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Objection Submission in Opposition to DA2017/0354 
Site Address: 643-643A King Georges Road PENSHURST, Lot 7051 DP 1027262 
29-09-2017 

Submitted by:  
Residential Address:  Penshurst NSW 2222 

Mailing Address:  

Mobile:  

Email:  

 
 

 

INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND 

I have spent many hours over the last few years canvassing opinions from local residents and park visitors 

about their views on council's plans for the park, and observing the use of the park.  This submission 

attempts to summarise those research interviews to give a voice to their concerns, within the context of my 

field studies, and this information is considered through the lens of my position as a physiotherapist.   

 

The Georges River Council’s proposed changes in DA2017/0354 for Penshurst Park will result in; 

- Resurfacing of most of the natural grass park with artificial turf (with only small patches of natural grass 

remaining in the north west corner of the park, near the cricket nets, under trees and on the tiered 

amphitheatre seating), 

- A smaller children’s playground and BBQ / picnic area (which will be closer to the road), 

- Removal of the netball courts, that are currently used for free bike riding, creative play & other activities, 

- Demolition of the new canteen / toilet block (only constructed a couple of years ago), and relocation of 

similar facilities to the far side of the park - reducing accessibility, 

- The removal of trees and grass to enable the construction of buildings, car and bus parking on 10% of 

Penshurst Park and 40% of the Leisure Centre grassed area. 

 

These are unnecessary, unconstructive and even detrimental changes to Penshurst Park, which will render 

it a substandard park for local community use.  

 

This objection submission is supported by a petition of almost 100 signatures gathered within two weeks 

from concerned community members https://www.change.org/p/georges-river-council-preserve-our-

natural-green-space-and-backyard-on-penshurst-park which has also been submitted to Georges River 

Council (GRC) regarding DA2017/0354 - Stages 2&3 of the Penshurst Park Masterplan.  This new petition is 

evidence of the ongoing community disapproval of the Masterplan. 

 

A previous 2016 petition in opposition to a Cricket Centre on Penshurst Park (Stage 1 of the Penshurst Park 

Development Plan DA2016/0171) attracted 100 responses.  It addressed previous considerations regarding 

the development of Penshurst Park, and demonstrates a history of community opposition to the proposed 

Masterplan for Penshurst Park. 

https://www.change.org/p/georges-river-council-keep-penshurst-park-a-freely-accessible-relaxing-natural-

space-for-the-local-community 

 

The following content of this submission will expand on the many and varied reasons why DA2017/0354 is 

rejected by the community, highlight four worthy elements of the DA, and present recommendations based 

on these arguments.   
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REASONS FOR OPPOSING DA2017/0354; 
 

Reason 1. ARTIFICIAL TURF IS PROBLEMATIC, AND DA2017/0354 HAS NOT PROVIDED ADEQUATE 

INFORMATION 

 

I was told by , Director Assets and Infrastructure at GRC, during a meeting earlier this year, 

that the plan to develop Penshurst Park into a “Sporting Hub” originally arose after a needs analysis 

determined that an all-weather field was required in the area.  People had complained about the number 

of washed out games on Penshurst Park, and the poor state of the field after soccer players chopped it up 

by playing in wet conditions.  Indeed, currently patches of Penshurst Park are simply dirt since the end of 

the soccer season recently, and the overall surface is uneven with holes and mounds, making the current 

cricket games risky and frustrating.   

 

Surely, though, if a reliable playing surface is required on Penshurst Park, artificial turf is not necessarily the 

answer. Many other fields are able to be kept in a playable state by careful maintenance, which would 

probably be less expensive in the short and long term than artificial turf.  An example of good grass 

maintenance on a public sports park is Ewen Park at Hurlstone Park, Sydney, and there are many 

professional playing fields that have heavy use but limited washouts.   

 

Unfortunately, the infrequent care that is applied to Penshurst Park by GRC’s greens keepers has probably 

contributed to the demise of this grassed park as a viable surface for soccer playing during wet winter 

weather. I have seen it mown once a week, and aerated once a season, but I have observed that there is 

rarely any further care than that. If the money that is likely to be expended on the “sports hub” was 

redirected to careful maintenance of the grass on this field, it would probably provide a solution that would 

make both sports lovers and neighbouring residents happy.  
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Ewen Park, at Hurlstone Park, Sydney, 15-07-2017 

- Flat, unworn grass covers most of this well-kept park.  It IS possible to maintain grass in good condition for 

frequent use by soccer teams. 

 

 
Ewen Park, at Hurlstone Park, Sydney, 15-07-2017 

- Grass is the adult field’s in-goal area is slightly worn but still intact and flat.  An example of good care of 

public playing fields. 
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Penshurst Park, at Penshurst, Sydney 15-07-2017 

- On the same day in Penshurst, the field is uneven and tussocked. 

 

 
Penshurst Park, at Penshurst, Sydney, 13-08-2017 

- At the end of the season, the in-goal area, and a vast area in front of it, is simply hollowed dirt, with no 

remaining grass cover.  It becomes pure mud if it rains. 

 

 

Additionally, although artificial turf suits soccer, it does not necessarily suit cricket well.  Many cricket 

players I’ve spoken to have rejected the idea of playing on artificial turf due to the risk of injury when diving 

on a hard surface, no matter what recent advances in artificial turf technology have enabled.  In addition, 

they have complained that the surface is more slippery (especially when wet), and the ball travels faster 

over the surface resulting in quicker fours, so they often give up on running too fast. To have a surface that 

actually causes players to restrict their performance, because they are less willing to move freely and take 
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risks, and feel they are working at a disadvantage, will hamper personal skills and physical development, 

and hence enjoyment of these sports. 

 

Artificial turf can become very hot, especially in summer, requiring watering to cool it down. This is not an 

efficient use of water resources, and is probably more ‘thirsty’ than the current grass that has maintained 

itself quite well without watering on most days over recent summers (in those areas that have recovered 

from soccer use in mid-summer). Cricketers in summer may find the conditions intolerable if the artificial 

turf temperatures rise significantly. I have spoken to several cricketers who have bemoaned the glare and 

intense heat that have risen even from the third generation artificial turf surfaces they have played on.  

 

Heat can continue to be emitted into the night. In older units such as those that line Penshurst Park, many 

of which do not have air-conditioning, heat stress could become an issue, especially for those who are 

elderly or already have chronic health issues, or do not have the monetary resources to use electricity on-

goingly for cooling.  On the other hand, if more people in the units adjacent to the park begin to install 

more air-conditioning, this will only contribute to the acceleration of climate change.  I would like to see 

Georges River Council proudly supporting and becoming a local and national leader in council initiatives 

that reduce the development and effects of climate change, rather than contributing to it.  

 

The washing of the artificial turf to ensure it remains a sanitary, bacteria-free surface will mean ongoing 

costly, labour-intensive maintenance.  It will also require the use of chemicals which will contribute to 

waterway contamination after it enters the swales and stormwater drains at the north-western end of the 

park, and potential harm to the children who will be playing in the playgrounds that are in the path of this 

drainage.  

 

In regard to the design of the artificial turf field proposed for Penshurst Park, there is a lot of mapping and 

projection information about the flooding and storm water drainage from the park, but no detail provided 

about; 

-  the manufacturers of the artificial turf, 

-  the installers of the artificial turf, and the techniques of installation, 

-  the actual brand of artificial turf to be used, the generation of artificial turf that this belongs to, and the 

qualities of this surface (materials, researched injury rate, heat generation and absorption), 

- how the artificial turf will be maintained (eg. The sprinklers to water it, the on-field drainage plan (only 

the drainage pipes surrounding the field have been detailed), and the ongoing cleaning and wear 

management plan. 

The artificial turf field is too integral and important a part of this DA for these details to be omitted. 

 

The artificial turf will also cause important community activities to cease, such as the annual carols and 

fireworks at Christmas each year that is hosted by the Salvation Army, because of the risk of burn damage 

to the artificial turf surface. Also large pegged tents will not be able to be erected on the artificial concrete-

based surface, so this may exclude the local religious groups from holding their evangelistic musical 

campaigns there. Although not everyone shares these beliefs, the hosts are entitled to have a forum to 

express them, and they provide free and enjoyable entertainment to the local residents.  Schools and clubs 

will have to buy new equipment that does not rely on penetration of a grass surface to be installed for 

games and training, such as agility poles. 

 

In summary, artificial turf has many negative features, even at the third generation level, including glare, 

speed, avoidance of injury and altered performance, reduction in amenity, and heat production for 

sports people and nearby residents.  And DA2017/0354 has not provided adequate information about 

the proposed artificial turf field’s origins, nature or care for responders to be able to make informed 

decisions, therefore this aspect of the DA must be rejected. 

 
RELATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Please Don't Plasticise Penshurst Park 

http://www.tec.org.au/please_don_t_plasticise_penshurst_park 
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Natural Grass vs Synthetic Turf Study Report - WA Govt Dept of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries 

https://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/support-and-advice/facility-management/developing-facilities/natural-grass-

vs-synthetic-turf-study-report 

 

 

 

Reason 2. MORE OPEN FREE GREEN SPACE IS NEEDED TO COUNTER THE EFFECTS OF INCREASED 

POPULATION & DENSITY. 

 

The population of Hurstville, Penshurst and surrounding suburbs is rapidly expanding, with several high 

density apartment blocks being constructed in recent years, and more to come. The residents of medium 

density units that line Cambridge St adjacent to the park, rely on Penshurst Park as their passive 

recreational "backyard" space, and the existing natural grass on the park is key to this. Natural green space 

is already scarce in Sydney and its southern suburbs.  To reduce any available space even further like this 

could contribute to disastrous effects on both local residents’ and wider Sydney visitors’ health and well-

being.   

 

Many Sydney residents are already stressed enough by the over-development of Sydney, lack of adequate 

public transport, lack of employment opportunities, congested traffic, increasing expenses, etc, etc.  Now 

to have less open natural green space to relax and recover in, will remove one of the main means of coping 

with these stressors for many people.  If anything, Penshurst Park should be rehabilitated as a MORE 

recreational space, with the installation of community vegetable and flower gardens, and multicultural 

gardens (eg. Chinese Gardens, plus other gardens with international themes) to entertain and create bonds 

between the residents of various age ranges and many cultures in the Georges River Council (GRC) area.  

 

Children, families, elderly, less resourced people and those with health issues need access to free facilities 

that can enhance their health and well-being.  Many of the residents living along Cambridge St, who 

regularly use the park, are of a lower income bracket.  Parents are often unable to spend money on 

multiple facilities and groups, such as gym memberships for themselves as well as several sporting club 

memberships for their children, to maintain their fitness, strength and balance.  They need spaces that they 

can freely access, to move without restriction.  However the reduction in freely available recreational space 

in the current DA2017/0354 will reduce the opportunities for affordable physical activities for these 

disadvantaged but needful groups. The statements in the DA’s Statement of Environmental Effects p23 that 

“The proposed development does not have any detrimental impact on the streetscape or on the amenity of 

nearby residents” and that “Consequently, the proposal is in the public interest” are simply incorrect. 

 

Open outdoor spaces can be used in many versatile ways.  This is different to indoor facilities that are 

dedicated to a limited range of specific sports such as basketball and futsal, and are actually a relatively 

inefficient and restrictive use of space.  Yet, many landscaped features of the current outdoor space on 

Penshurst Park, such as the hillocks peripheral to the children’s playground, which are currently used by 

children and adults to run or cycle up and down, explore and play hide and seek, do not appear to have any 

replacement in the proposed plans.  One father that I spoke to during my community research interviews, 

described to me how his toddler son had learnt his balance skills from these hillocks, and he did not want 

these landscape features to be removed. The three existing netball courts also lend themselves to many 

varied uses, as expanded on elsewhere in this submission. 

 

Similarly the subtle slope of grass at the south-eastern end of the park, is often used for reclining in the 

afternoon sun while watching sports games on the field, or for practising running up and down a slope for 

fitness and balance.  It appears that the tiered amphitheatre steps are an attempt to reproduce these 

benefits, but it will not be as comfortable, nor will it be as much of a training challenge to fitness, 

proprioception and balance as the current grassy slope is. As a physiotherapist I am aware of the 

importance of people having opportunities to learn and challenge their co-ordination and reaction times 

across the lifespan, from toddler-hood to old age.   Structured environments do not offer this training as 

well as natural variable surfaces can.  We may be contributing to the epidemic of childhood obesity and 
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elderly falls and broken hips by removing opportunities to practise moving expertly in random 

environments. DA2017/0354 does not appear to provide the opportunity to move up and down slopes, 

which I think is an oversight, and needs to be either retained or added to any changes to the park. 

 

The benefits of natural open outdoor spaces for human health and well-being are reiterated by research, 

reports and plans elsewhere, over and over again; 

The Unexpected Benefits Of Exercising Outdoors 

 http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/the-unexpected-benefits-of-exercising-

outdoors_uk_594289a4e4b0d31854876fb9 

Does nature have restorative powers when it comes to health? 

http://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/health-and-wellbeing/does-nature-have-restorative-powers-when-it-

comes-to-health-20170914-gyhkj9.html 

Green for wellbeing – science tells us how to design urban spaces that heal us  

https://theconversation.com/green-for-wellbeing-science-tells-us-how-to-design-urban-spaces-that-heal-

us-82437 

Backyard blitz having an adverse impact on our health, planning expert warns 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-08-05/backyard-loss-and-urban-infill-not-good-for-our-health/8774886 

Community gardens provide numerous physical, mental benefits for all ages 

https://mmacmonthly.com/2016/05/02/cover-story-community-gardens-provide-numerous-physical-

mental-benefits-for-all-ages/ 

Can city parks be better designed to create calm in the urban jungle? 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-08-31/integrating-nature-into-the-city-for-calm/8853776 

Can Money Really Grow On Trees? Increased Tree Canopy Boosts Sydney Property Values 

https://www.theurbandeveloper.com/can-money-really-grow-trees-increased-tree-canopy-boosts-sydney-

property-values/?utm_source=sumome&utm_medium=facebook&utm_campaign=sumome_share 

Houses on leafier streets in three Sydney suburbs worth $50,000 more: analysis  

http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/houses-on-leafier-streets-in-three-sydney-suburbs-worth-50000-more-

analysis-20170427-gvtkex.html 

How urban bushland improves our health and why planners need to listen 

https://theconversation.com/how-urban-bushland-improves-our-health-and-why-planners-need-to-listen-

72876 

'Nothing's safe': More than 70 of Sydney's green spaces at risk, survey finds  

http://www.smh.com.au/environment/nothings-safe-more-than-70-of-sydneys-green-spaces-at-risk-

survey-finds-20170310-guv6nr.html 

Home prices tell us the value the public puts on green spaces 

https://theconversation.com/home-prices-tell-us-the-value-the-public-puts-on-green-spaces-71872 

 

The Impact of climate change on health 

https://www.journals.elsevier.com/environment-international/article-collections/the-impact-of-climate-

change-on-health 

A Doughnut for the Anthropocene: humanity's compass in the 21st century 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2542519617300281 

How Much Are Trees Worth to Megacities? 

https://www.citylab.com/environment/2017/08/how-much-are-trees-worth-to-megacities/537972/ 

Parks are a huge asset, and we need to value them for the 21st century  

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2017/feb/14/parks-being-lost-need-value-recognised?CMP=twt_a-

environment_b-gdneco 

Community orchards: a 'how to' guide  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-orchards-a-how-to-guide 

Other articles on the benefits of nature and outdoor green space for health and wellbeing 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/no27o1e57lw52j7/AABMMZEtjDYvQXTsiV81lKZVa?dl=0 

Why our poorer suburbs could be up to 10 degrees hotter than their wealthier neighbours 

https://www.domain.com.au/news/why-our-poorer-suburbs-could-be-up-to-10-degrees-hotter-than-their-

wealthier-neighbours-20170927-gypj82/ 
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What is more, the increased use of Penshurst Park and the expanded Leisure Centre for sporting and youth 

activities, will only increase the stress on local residents, as a result of increased noise and traffic; the risk of 

increased crime, profanity, hooning and vandalism; less car parking availability; and less access to the park 

when visiting people and teams are using it. 

 

It does not appear that the impact of increased noise generation by more sporting team activity and traffic 

during the day has been considered in relation to those who do shift work.  The DA documents suggest that 

the main period of use of the facilities will be 7am to 10pm each day (SEE p11). Considering the 

demographic of many of the people who live along Cambridge St, it is likely that a good proportion of them 

work, and thus sleep, at non-conventional hours to earn an adequate income. The submitted Acoustic 

Report for DA2017/0354 states on p20 (Q3) that “The noisier events will happen during daytime and early 

evening over some weekends so it is not expected the events will disturb the sleeping patterns of the 

neighbours.” For the reason just mentioned above this cannot be assumed to be so. It is important that 

Penshurst Park remains a quiet location at all times of the day and night. 

 

Other parks in the Georges River Council area, such as Gannon’s Park, Olds Park, Peakhurst Park and 

Renown Reserve, are often surrounded by single dwellings that have their own grassed backyards and 

private outdoor spaces, therefore there is less reliance on those parks for their passive recreational value 

by adjacent residents. To actually reduce available green space so close to the increasing high rise 

developments and apartments of Hurstville and Penshurst makes no sense.  There are at least 300 unit and 

villa residences that line Cambridge St and nearby, Percival and Arcadia St that would probably contain an 

average of two people to each unit, including children and elderly people. The Highpoint and Gateway unit 

complexes that are within 10 minutes walking distance contain 448 and 210 units respectively. Therefore 

Penshurst Park exists as a potential backyard to approximately 1800 unit dwelling people at least at the 

moment.   In the near future, the unit dwellers of the block currently being constructed in Woniora Rd, and 

those in possible constructions in around Penshurst train station and along Forest Rd will have need of a 

nearby surrogate backyard such as Penshurst Park.  

 

If the council knew that these residential constructions were likely to be approved and go ahead as part 

of their plan for the then-Hurstville Council, then the intention for Penshurst Park to be a "sports hub" to 

cater to external sporting clubs, rather than a general exercise and relaxation centre for the many unit 

dwellers it was going to introduce to the area, was short-sighted and mis-directed.   

 

If the council did not know that this influx of people would be happening, then the "sports hub" concept 

has outgrown its usefulness and needs to take a different course, to enable the people who now and will 

live nearby to live healthy and fruitful lives.   

 

What is more, the people who live in the area now were not able to comment on Penshurst Park's 

original Plan of Management then, because they did not live here then.  It cannot be assumed that the  

Masterplan generated by that Plan of Management  is still relevant when the demography of the area 

has vastly changed.  

 

I am sure that the DA217/035 notification letters would not have been sent to residents or owners of 

Highgate or Gateway units, as they are not directly adjacent to the park.  Considering the proximity of 

Penshurst Park to them, their limited access to green space (only a small courtyard of grass in the centre 

of the comlex),  and the fact that their units have been constructed since the Plan of Management was 

commenced , it would have been helpful, and could still be helpful, to make them aware of the proposed 

changes.  And it would be very interesting to survey their thoughts on the conversion of Penshurst Park 

from general recreation to specific sport use.   

 

And not only unit dwellers could benefit from an exercise and relaxation space on Penshurst Park, but 

also the growing number of business people and hotel guests who will soon be coming to Hurstville, 

when further developments in Hurstville for more commercial buildings and a hotel commence.  
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Penshurst Park could become a beautiful, decorative and cultural feature for users and visitors to the city 

of Hurstville.  

 

Central Park, in Sydney's CBD, is an example of how this form of planning can be implemented.   This 

complex has not only its residents but also the visiting members of the surrounding public in mind.  

http://www.centralparksydney.com/explore/living-in-central-park/our-gardens-and-landscape 

"It’s no secret that the world’s best cities aren’t defined by their architecture alone – it’s their parks and green spaces 

that give them their true character. Central Park will therefore be such a great place to replenish the spirit – a tranquil 

oasis in a bustling urban precinct. At the heart of Central Park lies its gorgeous park, Chippendale Green, covering 

more than 6,400 square metres. " 

 

"Frasers and Sekisui House designed and built the $4 million 6,400sqm park as the green heart of Central Park and a 

major new public space. Chippendale Green was opened by Lord Mayor Clover Moore in a dedication event in early 

2013. Shaded by deciduous and evergreen trees, the parks and lawns at Central Park deliver a much-welcome splash 

of greenery in a suburb was formerly home to just two small pocket parks. If you’re walking from Regent Street to 

Broadway, suddenly you will find yourself in a place where you are not near cars, where you can only hear voices, and 

there are chairs, benches, trees and flowers. If you are working and living in the city, you need these breaks. - Jeppe 

Aagaard Anderson" 

"The majority of the park is lawn, ideal for ball games, frisbee, on leash dog-walking and free play. Seating is provided 

in both sunshine and shade, and both native and deciduous trees have been planted to provide shade and light to suit 

the seasons....A gently cascading water feature runs through the park from North to South, perfect for kids’ paddling.  

Paved footpaths and a North/South cycleway are integral to the design, adding a new connectivity from Chippendale 

to Broadway once the first residential stages of Central Park are complete ". 

 

 
 

Thankfully, at the moment, the beauty of Penshurst Park is that it is sometimes underutilised by local 

residents.  This may seem contradictory, but the very fact that it is a quiet place is its strength.  It is restful 

to visit there, and it is also restful to live beside it knowing that the greenery is there, ready to receive you 

or to view, even without having to visit it.  If Penshurst Park becomes highly used by sports people outside 

the area, that ambient and unique value will be lost. It does not have to have “vibrancy and vitality” (SEE 

p24) to be valuable. 

 

It is notable that the Queensland Greenspace Strategy 2011-2020 of the Queensland Outdoor Recreation 

Foundation (p9) recommends that “Where greenspace is unavoidably affected by essential development or 

infrastructure, additional greenspace is to be secured to offset the loss.” https://qorf.org.au/wp-
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content/uploads/2014/04/Queensland_Greenspace_Strategy2011.pdf  I recommend that Georges River 

Council should seriously apply this guiding principle in our own district, and if Penshurst Park loses most of 

its natural green space, that the GRC should then acquire equivalently-sized or even more available land, in 

particular near high-density dwelling, for rehabilitation into green community spaces. 

 

General physical activity is becoming recognised in international research as more important than intense 

sport and exercise for public health.  This is reflected in the World Health Organisation's recommendations 

of an accumulated total of 150 minutes of moderate intensity aerobic  physical activity (not necessarily 

"exercise" or "sport") across most days of the week. 

http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2010/9789241599979_eng.pdf 

Initiatives and whole industries now focus on encouraging incidental movement, such as standing office 

desks, walk to work initiatives etc.  So it cannot be argued that a "sports hub" has exclusive or even 

prominent influence over the domain of supporting human health.  And therefore Penshurst Park would be 

of more benefit to the people of the area if its focus was on providing facilities that promote daily general 

physical activity; this means playgrounds, equipment and open space to move, ride, run, enable meditative 

movement and creative recreation, with access by physical activity means such as bike paths and bike 

parking facilities.  

 

I have been informed by  Manager- Project Delivery at GRC, that most of the $17 

million that is being used to fund DA2017/0354 has been provided from accumulated S94 developers’ 

contributions.  However, it would make sense that, since their high-rise constructions usually deprive 

people of backyards, these funds should be used not so much for sport, but instead directly to redress this 

gap that they have enabled. Those millions of dollars should be more equitably used to buy and develop 

land for the express purpose of providing more natural parkland for the passive recreation, creative play, 

and interaction with gardens, birds, animals, fresh air, sunshine and nature, that backyards would normally 

provide. The replication of indoors and artificial environments for exercise (stadiums, gyms and artificial 

turf), when people already reside in small accommodation with little to no access to nature (closed-

windowed air-conditioned high-rise apartments) is a less optimal means of gaining health and well-being 

than the benefits that outdoors, natural environments can offer. 

 

In the article “Why our poorer suburbs could be up to 10 degrees hotter than their wealthier neighbours” it 

is argued that the “browning” of many suburbs, caused by less backyard spaces, needs to be countered by 

more green park space. 

https://www.domain.com.au/news/why-our-poorer-suburbs-could-be-up-to-10-degrees-hotter-than-their-

wealthier-neighbours-20170927-gypj82/ 

“ , QUT adjunct professor and highly respected urban planning expert, said the “browning” of 

the inner suburbs was a “disaster that we don’t have to have”.” 

“Older and disadvantaged people were being pushed out of inner suburbs by wealthy “densifiers” who are 

building infill properties on already-small blocks, he said.” 

“  said local governments could rectify the problem by introducing masses of small parks and 

community gardens.” 

 

The SEE (p23) purports that “The proposed development does not have any significant adverse 

environmental impacts in relation to properties in the vicinity.”  However I would argue that the heat and 

sound generation from the new changes, due to the artificial turf, increased use, and building echo, are 

likely to be intolerable. Furthermore wind patterns will have less foliage buffering, due to the removal of 

trees and erection of buildings along the King Georges Rd side of the park, possibly causing Penshurst Park 

to become a bowl of hot wind into the properties on Cambridge St. 

 

At its most basic level, green space is crucial for environmental sustainability.  Oxygen is fundamental to 

everyone’s survival and can only be generated by plants. Destroying any green spaces indicates a lack of 

respect for the reliance we have on nature for our survival. Wildlife are also dependent on adequate 

natural spaces for feeding and protection.  Without a connected network of green spaces, many species are 

now becoming threatened, which again impacts on the natural balances that support human life.  
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Notwithstanding this, the beauty of visiting wildlife gathering nesting material from the grass, and drawing 

sustenance from the seeds and insects on the park (such as the flocks of flitting sparrows that often fly in 

fascinating low swooping patterns over the park), and the opportunities for unit dwellers to walk pets on 

the natural grass surface without damaging their claws, are all benefits of a natural green space on 

Penshurst Park.  I am not aware of a plan of management for pet access to the artificial turf, and what will 

have to happen should it be soiled by their urination and defecation, which is easily decomposed by a 

natural grass surface. The growing human population in Hurstville and surrounds will bring with it a 

growing population of four-legged pets requiring walking. And the increasing density of our developments 

will force wildlife to seek out more natural green spaces like Penshurst Park. 

 

If this and other fields are converted to artificial turf over the coming years, the impact of the ongoing 

reduction of green spaces, and increases in artificial turf over time on residents across the Georges River 

area, Sydney, NSW, Australia and globally, and the consequences for health systems, could be huge.   

 

This is recognised in the green space guidelines of other governing organisations, and the Georges River 

Council would do well to consider and formally adopt, many of their principles and strategies.  In fact I call 

on the GRC to research, produce and implement a similar document to these; 

Open Space Strategy: planning for future growth - City of Melbourne 

https://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/SiteCollectionDocuments/open-space-strategy.pdf 

Green space strategies: a good practice guide - UK Government Web 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110118142343/http:/www.cabe.org.uk/files/green-space-

strategies.pdf 

Dallas is building one of America’s biggest urban nature parks 

http://inhabitat.com/dallas-is-building-americas-biggest-urban-nature-park/ 

 

 

Reason 3. PENSHURST PARK IS TOO SMALL TO BE CONVERTED INTO A “SPORTING HUB” 

 

Although the St.George area undeniably needs upgraded sporting facilities for sports such as soccer and 

cricket, Penshurst Park is NOT the place to put them.  Currently Penshurst Park accommodates an adult 

soccer field and two smaller junior fields in winter, and a junior cricket field in summer, which is sometimes 

used by adult teams in the afternoons. The proposed changes in DA2017/0354 will result in a single adult 

football field, and the cricket field will remain only suitable for junior teams, because it will not meet the 

radius dimension criteria for a standard adult field.  This actually means a reduction in the range of teams 

who can use the field at one time, which is contrary to the SEE’s claims p24 that “The [DA2017/0354] works 

will upgrade and compliment existing sporting/community facilities to the benefit of the community as a 

whole”.   

 

Surely other much larger parks in the Georges River Council area could be given the artificial turf treatment 

because they offer a larger, more versatile available space to address the area’s sporting needs for this type 

of surface, which would actually enable both junior and adult games to be played with ease.  Other parks 

include Gannons Park, Olds Park, Peakhurst Park, Renown Reserve, Beverly Hills, Carss, Riverwood, HV 

Evatt and Poulton Parks. 

 

I am told by  Manager - Project Delivery at GRC, that Gannons Park requires irrigation 

remediation before it can be considered for artificial turf.  Olds Park, the next largest park nearby used for 

sport, is central to the Georges River Council area and would make a particularly good space for a “sporting 

hub”. It already has a large oval with a naturally sloped amphitheatre surrounding it. The buildings at the 

top of the hills on either side of Olds Park could easily be built up into multi-storey sports association offices 

and a youth centre to avoid expanding the land footprint of these buildings.  Peakhurst Park already has a 

small building that has been used by the StGeorge Football Association.  It is hard to understand why the 

SGFA have not chosen to expand their offices on this site. The rest of Peakhurst Park could also 

accommodate a large artificial turf field more easily than smaller Penshurst Park can.  Renown Reserve is 

smaller but it could offer enough space for some of the facilities proposed for Penshurst Park, such as the 
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youth centre.  There is no compelling reason that the youth centre must be located next to the SGFA offices 

or the sports field.  The youth may in fact be better served to have access to the calming effects of a more 

natural environment, if their centre was located on a park that has retained natural grass.  

 

Ideally it would be better for each of the parks in the GRC area to share some part of the responsibility for 

providing sports facilities to local and visiting clubs, than to concentrate all the facilities in one location 

beyond its capabilities, and overriding local community benefit.  The other parks listed in the paragraph 

further above could also all contribute to this with a council area-wide co-ordinated plan, taking into 

consideration the relative densities of the residential and industrial areas surrounding each of them.  

 

It does not appear that projections of future increases in population density were adequately considered 

during the conception of the Penshurst Park Plan of Management. Now this project has become out-of-

control  and apparently irreversible (despite being situated in an escalating environment of massive, 

unprecedented and unforeseen growth, and despite the dire consequences that it could have if poorly 

managed), because of political, emotional and financial investment in the project .  

 

This project is being proudly touted by local politicians, sporting associations and the council as the first 

artificial turf field for the GRC area.  Please do not spoil that aspiration by making the mistake of putting it 

on the wrong field, and wasting a huge amount of money on a project that is guaranteed to fail in the eyes 

of many in the community.   Currently the Plan of Management and Masterplan for Penshurst Park, 

including the recently approved Cricket Centre, still remain on paper.  No sods have been turned, and no 

immovable constructions have begun.   Although much effort, time and cost have been invested in laying 

the plans so far, there is still time to alter the course of this project, so that the whole area and even wider 

Sydney benefits.   

 

I understand that there is probably a sense of urgency to implement the artificial turf on Penshurst Park 

because it has been anticipated for so long, and sporting clubs and associations are probably putting the 

pressure on to get the project started as soon as possible.  But this could be doubted if it is noted that 

there has been more time and details spent on the cricket centre, clubhouse and youth centre buildings, 

and HALC extension building and bus parking so far, than on explaining the details of the artificial turf.  

And also that the edges of the turf have still not be finally decided upon in this DA2017/0354.  

 

But if the artificial turf is the main driver of this urgency then a DA for that element of the project could 

be transferred to another park and possibly approved within a relatively short space of time, rather than 

having to develop another new "sports hub" plan around it.  At the same time the building extension of 

HALC could remain at Penshurst Park (although still within the footprint of their current car park 

boundaries, as described in the amendments below), as a logical development of that exercise facility's 

ability to service the area.  

 

The substantial reduction in the children’s playground, netball court and picnic area as a result of the 

expansion of built structures on other parts of the park in this proposed DA is of major concern.  The area 

that contains the playground, courts and picnic area is currently used by countless children and their 

families daily, particularly in the afternoons after school or work. It is a meeting place where relationships 

are built between families, and children go to meet with their school and non-school friends to learn social 

interactions in a far less regulated and more spontaneous environment. The children run freely on the wide 

grass and rubber surfaces near and under the current play equipment, and they have space to play alone 

too if they wish. The plans indicated in DA2017/0354show a significantly reduced area for the children’s 

playground, picnic area and netball courts.  These facilities are proposed to be reduced to approximately 

half their current size - please refer to the maps below for an illustration of this.  Considering the current 

high volume of use and probable future increase in use, as nearby Penshurst Public School and other 

schooling facilities expand to take on larger populations, this decrease in playground size is mean and 

short-sighted. What’s more, the persisting plan to re-place the playground and small lawn closer to 

Cambridge St remains contentious and would necessitate dense screening with planting or a fence which 

are not evident on the DA2017/0354 maps. 
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Demolition' (record-2025951) - Current children's playground, picnic area and 

netball courts represented by green border. 

“138787 Landscape Plan_Part1” (record-2025942) - On a similarly scaled map, the p

reduce the children's playground, picnic area and netball courts to approximately half 

(shown by the red rectangle), greatly decreasing amenity to the park for many 
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Current children's playground, picnic area and 

 
proposed DA2017/0354 

playground, picnic area and netball courts to approximately half 

, greatly decreasing amenity to the park for many 
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Please refer to the following Facebook group and web blog

illustrate the rich use of this community space by families, the eldery, religious groups, exercise groups

so on. 

 

 

                                 
 

 

 

   
A father and one of the boys learning to ride a bike give their opinions on where he wants to ride h

not on a path, but "on the netball courts, because there's more room".
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Please refer to the following Facebook group and web blog pages for images and videos tha

illustrate the rich use of this community space by families, the eldery, religious groups, exercise groups

 

 

A father and one of the boys learning to ride a bike give their opinions on where he wants to ride h

not on a path, but "on the netball courts, because there's more room". 
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for images and videos that further 

illustrate the rich use of this community space by families, the eldery, religious groups, exercise groups, and 

 

 

A father and one of the boys learning to ride a bike give their opinions on where he wants to ride his bike - 
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Families enjoying the picnic, netball court and playground facilities, August 2016

https://penshurstpark.wordpress.com/2016/10/24/come

own-on-thursday-27th-130-330pm-and

 

On p10 of this DA’s Statement of Environmental Effects it 

not significant and includes netball courts, an amenities block, some retaining walls and some vegetatio

that will be replaced.”  I would argue strongly that the netball courts

Penshurst Park.  Although the netball 

for a multitude of other purposes, s

weather or booking reasons, and extending to 

dancing, cutting shade cloth, piñata games, 

few!  Many people I have spoken to have expressed an affection for the courts and despair at their likely 

removal (contrary again to the SEE’s claims

on Penshurst Park, which is of considerable size to b

residential community while sports games are played. 

some of this community need, however, t

and Sunday mornings when both the local residents and visiting sporting teams 

park’s only available large flat surface

including learning activities, ballgames and trike riding

(record-2025942)),  is narrower than that allocated on last year’

compressed by this new DA, even though its size in

way that children currently enjoy the open expanse of the 

in other activities, etc, this new area will be entirely i

for children to ride bikes and scooters in free patterns over spaces greater than 10 metres wide

paths and in restricted zones of less than 5

 

It is a pity that the recently constructed can

community effort that was put into designing and raising funds 

this useful and handsome building. It 

evidence of the unnecessary intensity of DA2017/0354 that this block will need to be demolished to allow 

the construction of other buildings (the 

Penshurst Park.  

 

The existing picnic / BBQ area is currently a popular space for visiting groups. Only last week

parties, of about 50 -100 people each

were gathered around each of the widely 

5 m apart on the park. This frequent weekend

picnic tables are placed within a few metres of each other, 

replace the current tables that are looking somewhat tired

do not cause this important community 

unused, because the picnic tables have inadequate distance between them. 
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rstpark.wordpress.com/2016/10/24/come-to-penshurst-park-with-your

and-show-your-support/ 

nvironmental Effects it claims that “The structures being removed are 

not significant and includes netball courts, an amenities block, some retaining walls and some vegetatio

that will be replaced.”  I would argue strongly that the netball courts are definitely a significant part of 

netball courts are no longer used for netball games, they are used

starting with netball training when other courts are unavailable 

and extending to cycling, scootering, roller-blading, skipping, 

piñata games, personal training, kite flying, hand ball a

Many people I have spoken to have expressed an affection for the courts and despair at their likely 

’s claims on p10). There must always be a large flat 

Park, which is of considerable size to be useful and shareable, and also available to the 

community while sports games are played. It could be argued that the artificial turf will manage 

need, however, there are times when this will not be the case

and Sunday mornings when both the local residents and visiting sporting teams will be vying to 

’s only available large flat surface. The proposed “hard surface play area for a variety of games 

ding learning activities, ballgames and trike riding” (Note 14 on p2 of “138787 Landscape Plans_Part1

is narrower than that allocated on last year’s DA2016/0171, so it has also been 

, even though its size in DA2016/0171 was already inadequate

way that children currently enjoy the open expanse of the three netball courts on their bikes

, this new area will be entirely inadequate. There should be open flat spa

for children to ride bikes and scooters in free patterns over spaces greater than 10 metres wide

paths and in restricted zones of less than 5 m wide as indicated in this proposed DA.

It is a pity that the recently constructed canteen and toilet block is considered dispensable after 

community effort that was put into designing and raising funds a couple of years ago 

this useful and handsome building. It still functions well and is well utilised during soccer season.  It is 

evidence of the unnecessary intensity of DA2017/0354 that this block will need to be demolished to allow 

(the grandstand, offices and youth centre) on the opposite side of 

area is currently a popular space for visiting groups. Only last week

ach (including a large group of people celebrating Belize independence)

widely distanced picnic tables that are currently situated 

frequent weekend, and even weekday, level of usage will not be possible if the 

picnic tables are placed within a few metres of each other, as shown on the proposed 

replace the current tables that are looking somewhat tired, and are limited in size and shelter, but please 

community social space to become congested, or alternatively unattractive and 

picnic tables have inadequate distance between them.  
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that “The structures being removed are 

not significant and includes netball courts, an amenities block, some retaining walls and some vegetation 

are definitely a significant part of 

r netball games, they are used creatively 

arting with netball training when other courts are unavailable for 

blading, skipping, chalk drawing, 

all and tai chi, to name a 

Many people I have spoken to have expressed an affection for the courts and despair at their likely 

flat firm surface available 

and also available to the 

It could be argued that the artificial turf will manage 

his will not be the case, such as Saturday 

will be vying to use the 

a variety of games 

138787 Landscape Plans_Part1” 

s DA2016/0171, so it has also been 

2016/0171 was already inadequate. Considering the 

netball courts on their bikes, and engaging 

There should be open flat space available 

for children to ride bikes and scooters in free patterns over spaces greater than 10 metres wide, not just on 

proposed DA. 

teen and toilet block is considered dispensable after all the 

a couple of years ago for the construction of 

g soccer season.  It is 

evidence of the unnecessary intensity of DA2017/0354 that this block will need to be demolished to allow 

grandstand, offices and youth centre) on the opposite side of 

area is currently a popular space for visiting groups. Only last weekend three huge 

(including a large group of people celebrating Belize independence),    

picnic tables that are currently situated approximately 

level of usage will not be possible if the 

as shown on the proposed plans.  By all means, 

limited in size and shelter, but please 

space to become congested, or alternatively unattractive and 
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Overall, the proposed “sporting hub” creates too intense a use of this small park.  In particular, the 

compression of the playground/picnic area and removal of the netballs courts, due to the expansion of the 

HALC, car and bus parking, and addition of the grandstand, club house and youth centre, is thoughtless, 

heartless and unfair to local residents. 

 

 

Reason 4. LACK OF FAIR AND ADEQUATE CONSULTATION WITH THE LOCAL COMMUNITY, AND OTHER 

FACTORS 

 

It is interesting to note that, at the GRC’s recent Community Strategic Plan Visioning Workshop at Mortdale 

Community Centre on 12-09-2017, every brainstorming group of GRC residents placed as a high priority the 

environmental sustainability and greenness of the area. Another theme that arose from this workshop was 

the desire to make the council more transparent, accountable and responsive to the community’s needs 

and wishes.  

 

 
Poster at the conclusion of the GRC’s recent Community Strategic Plan Visioning Workshop at Mortdale 

Community Centre on 12-09-2017 

By 2028 Georges River will be…”An urban centre bounded by parks and Georges river offering a green 

sustainable vibrant community lifestyle well planned with ethical guidance”. 
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Poster at the conclusion of the GRC’s recent Community Strategic Plan Visioning Workshop at Mortdale 

Community Centre on 12-09-2017 

By 2028 Georges River will be…”known for its diverse cultural and heritage villages, its scenic beauty and 

environmental leadership”. 

 

 

 
Poster at the conclusion of the GRC’s recent Community Strategic Plan Visioning Workshop at Mortdale 

Community Centre on 12-09-2017 

By 2028 Georges River will …”have honest effective transparent leadership; have affordable, quality, 

sustainable and aesthetically pleasing development; have infrastructure to support connected community; 

be inclusive, caring and harmonious”. 
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This, I think, is based on a poor relationship history during which these characteristics of the former 

Hurstville and Kogarah Councils have been sub-optimal.  Unfortunately consistent with this, the process of 

deciding on Penshurst Park’s fate has also been sub-optimal.  Although Hurstville Council went through the 

motions of sending letters to residents and owners of properties adjacent to Penshurst Park, and notifying 

the wider community through the local newspaper, the Leader, at each of the stages of the Plan of 

Management and DA’s, they only put up notification signs under duress from local residents (causing the 

need for an extension of the notification period by a week for DA2017/0354), and they did not hold any 

community consultation sessions before decisions were made.  Only one community information session 

was offered, that I am aware of, after DA2016/0171 had been announced. It was initiated after prompting 

from the community, and held at short notice on the park so only a handful of residents knew about it or 

showed up.  

 

I am sure however that there were many meetings between local sporting clubs and associations and the 

management of the HALC to develop the “sporting hub” plan that we see today. I would like to know why 

no-one in the local community was invited to any of these meetings, or made aware of them until 

afterwards.  There was no opportunity to flag the gross unfairness of this process and the outcome, until 

after most of the plans had been laid. Personally I put up my hand a number of times to be involved in any 

face-to-face consultations about Penshurst Park, once I was aware of the intent and extent of this project.  I 

was invited to one meeting, with  (the then GRC Administrator) and  (GRC 

Director - Assets and Infrastructure) - and those two men only - after I had attended a council meeting to 

address it with my concerns about Penshurst Park’s future.  However, while the process of tendering for 

the park’s refurbishment was happening concurrently, I was never granted the opportunity to give my 

community input before Stages 2&3 of this DA were finalised, despite my expressions of interest, and 

suggestions from GRC staff, that I could be so involved.  

 

It has been claimed by GRC staff that the community response to the last DA2016/0171 was 

“underwhelming”. However I would venture to say that several factors have played into the lack of 

community awareness about the Penshurst Park Plan of Management and Masterplan, and thus the 

apparent lack of response to the proposed changes.  Many of the residents around Penshurst Park are of 

Non-English Speaking Background.   Therefore the GRC letters, which were written only in English, with no 

obvious provision for translation, were discriminatory and hampered awareness and response to the DA’s.  

 

Furthermore, many of the residents living around Penshurst Park are renters, and have little personal 

investment in demanding changes to the proposed plans for the park. They can more easily move away to a 

more desirable suburb than someone who is financially and emotionally invested in a mortgage.  

 

Additionally the exhibition period was vastly inadequate for a project of this size. To have a period that is 

equivalent to a property that is a tenth of this DA’s size, and financial and organisational scale, again is 

unfair to local residents and other users of the park. The exhibition period should have been much longer 

to be able to communicate to local residents the extent of the GRC’s intended changes in this DA, especially 

since some long-term users of the park may use it infrequently.  I have been advised by council staff that 

“Due to the cost of building works the application will be determined by the Sydney South Planning Panel” 

rather than the GRC’s appointed Independent Hearing and Assessment Panel (IHAP) as was the case for 

DA2016/0171. If this multi-million dollar project requires assessment by the SSPP after this submission 

period, because of its scope and expense, then it also warranted much wider and longer community 

consultation in the first place.   

 

What is more, it is unfair to state that, because the principle of the Masterplan was approved at the 

DA2016/0171 stage, then this DA2017/0354 should automatically go ahead. There was nothing concrete in 

DA2016/0171 about the Masterplan that allowed the community to comment fully on it, so it is perceived 

by many in the community as having been approved by stealth. Now it appears that the GRC considers that 

this next stage can be assumed to have been already approved based on the approval of the previous DA, 
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even though the detailed plans for the grandstand/office/youth centre and stadium extension were not 

available at the first stage.   Surely this cannot be a valid claim. To add injury to this is the fact that each 

stage of the project has NOT been consistent with the previous stage despite this DA’s Statement of 

Environmental Effects claims. (SEE p9 - “The works are shown on the submitted drawings and are 

consistent with the previously approved Master plan for the site….The works are also consistent with the 

previously endorsed Plan of Management for the site.”  SEE p3 - ..”the provision of the new facilities is 

consistent with the objectives of the zoning and with the 2015 Penshurst Park Plan of Management.”) At 

the time of DA2016/0171 last year, the outline map of the HALC extension only extended to the border of 

the current carpark fencing, and only car parking extended onto the field of Penshurst Park.  Now the maps 

of DA2017/0354 show the extension of the building itself to also extend well beyond the current fencing to 

ensure that this area of grassed land is convincingly covered and subsumed by building and car parking. In 

addition, the bus parking over the pool lawn shown on DA2017/0354 maps was not apparent on previous 

DA2016/0171 maps. Therefore  Stage 1 and Stage 2&3 cannot be the claimed to be consistent with one 

another in their impact, and thus represent a different level of intent and concept.  

 

Finally the fact that those who did object to the construction of the first stages of the aquatic centre many 

years ago were not listened to, and the progressive march of the expanding buildings and car parks across 

Penshurst Park, have resulted in a hopelessness and apathy in most GRC residents. As a result they now 

have a lack of belief that they can have any positive effect on the DA’s for Penshurst Park, such that trying 

to inspire any movement to opposition or action, or even consideration of the plans, has been recently 

nearly impossible. There is a sense that Penshurst Park is progressively “being taken away from us”, until 

there is “nothing left for us to enjoy”.  It is overwhelmingly sad that the GRC’s actions has had such a 

negative effect on the psyche of so many of its constituents.  This can be remedied, by the GRC taking a 

different course for Penshurst Park that is co-operative and openly consultative with all stakeholders here. 

It would be just and prudent of the GRC to grant more open and natural space on Penshurst Park to the 

local community to maintain adequate access to these facilities, and also to improve relations with its 

constituents going forward as it has been claiming it would during the recent Community Strategic Plan 

events and broadcasts.  There is still time to do this.  

 

 

 

Reason 5. OTHER CONCERNS 

 

a. Detailed plans for the maintenance of the new facilities, surfaces and plantings have not been revealed in 

the documents that were put in exhibition for this DA2017/0354. The diverse species of plants that have 

been proposed will require close attention to flourish and remain intact.  Currently the garden hedges are 

occasionally trimmed, and the grass field is usually mown each week, but they are rarely tended in any 

more detail. However the diversity of new DA plantings will demand more attention, otherwise the park 

will ‘age’ and look unkempt prematurely.  

 

b. Similarly a plan needs to be set down to manage the inevitable wear-and-tear and malicious assaults on 

the condition of the artificial turf, if it is to be installed. Considering that we have thankfully been given 

assurances from GRC that the field will not be highly fenced off from the local community (and 3D drawings 

for this DA appear to confirm only a low picket fence around the field), to ensure its accessibility to the 

community, it will on the other hand regrettably mean it will be vulnerable to vandalism. There is concern 

among the local residents that such damage will justify a decision by the council to shut it off from 

community access by erecting high fencing around it, thus completing the progressive privatisation of and 

exclusion from the fully open community space that Penshurst Park once was.   

 

c. The toilet block that currently sits at the Cambridge St edge of Penshurst Park, provides a necessary 

convenient service to those who may have drunk too much fluids, travelled too long or have medical issues 

with continence.  To put this amenity on the remote side of the park, could result in unnecessarily anxious 

or embarrassing experiences for some visitors to the park. It could be seen as discriminatory to make such 

important facilities less available to people who have reduced control over these bodily functions.  For GRC 
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to laugh about this, as has occurred while trying to discuss it with them, is disrespectful. 

 

d. There is a discrepancy between the maps showing the bus parking and other layout elements of this DA 

for the park.  We were led to understand that the DA2016/0171 was a conceptual approval of the 

Masterplan, and that DA2017/0354 would provide an opportunity to see and decide on the exact detail of 

that. However, for example, p1-2 and AppD of “138766 Traffic Report_Part2 (record-2025920),  “138797 

DA-003 Site Plan - Proposed” (record-2025952) and “138803 DA-151 Car Park Plan” (record-2025958) are 

different from p4 of  “138787 Landscape Plan_Part1” (record-2025942), in that the first three documents 

show “Additional car park (31 Total Car Spaces)” in the same location where the fourth shows “6. Open 

lawn area”.  So if the bus parking features in the first three documents are considered correct, then the 

sharp edged field on these maps can be assumed to also be correct, rather than the softened corners of the 

fourth document.  These differences cause confusion, and prevent the audience from making informed 

decisions about Stage 3 of the Masterplan. 

 

 
Map in 138766 Traffic Report_Part2 (record-2025920),  “138797 DA-003 Site Plan - Proposed” (record-

2025952) and “138803 DA-151 Car Park Plan” (record-2025958)  

-illustrates car parking within the bus drop-off bay, and sharp edged playing field and car-parking bay  
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“138787 Landscape Plan_Part1” (record-2025942) 

- Different map within the same set of DA2017/0354 documents; illustrates different shape of bus parking 

bay with no car parking, and 'soft' corners on playing field. 

 

In itself there are flaws in both designs; 

- There is no need to remove any pool lawn, for the sake of busses or cars - The pool lawn is a functional 

and important part of the HALC complex that would be greatly missed by many users of the facilities. 

 

- In the Traffic Report maps, car parking is placed just next to the bus drop off area.  Surely this defeats the 

purpose of the bus bay being recessed away from the road, to protect children from passing traffic on 

Cambridge St.  In this design the children would be just as unsafely exposed to car movements, especially 

backing cars with reduced vision.  

 

- In the Landscape Plan map, the parking of buses over a lawn space is entirely inappropriate.  Buses do 

have the capability of moving!  Once the buses have dropped off children or visitors they can easily be 

driven to another location off site. The buses could move to other streets in Penshurst, where there is more 

parking available, and then be called when they need to pick up the passengers for their return journey. I'm 

sure these buses have communication devices to enable this flexibility of parking location and pick up 

times. Please encourage other areas of Penshurst to support this expansion of the HALC facilities, rather 

than Cambridge St, Percival St and the park itself taking the major burden of this responsibility. 

 

Therefore, these plans are rejected, and it is recommended that the current public bus stop be used for the 

HALC / Penshurst Park drop-offs and pick-ups.  It could be slightly recessed towards the HALC by another 

metre, to protect alighting and boarding passengers from Cambridge St traffic.  This adjustment to the 

public bus stop would be far less intrusive on the pool lawn that the plans for DA2017/0354. Road speeds 

at this section of Cambridge St could be reduced to 40 km / hr for 24 hours of the day, speed bumps could 

be installed, or the public bus bay could be moved further along Cambridge St away from its intersection 

with Forest Rd, to improve safety of this part of the plans.   

 

A further suggestion is to develop the infrastructure and encourage local schools and clubs to take up 

cycling school buses to move children (and perhaps even adults) to and from activities at the park, similar 
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to the innovations already being used in Holland and France; https://www.bicycling.com/news/france-bike-

bus 

 

 
 

 

e. The triangular area of the car park labelled as Note."18" on the front page of the “138787 Landscape 

Plan_Part1” (record-2025942) seems to be an inefficient use of space.  From reading the traffic 

management documents, it appears that this has become a turning circle for garbage trucks. It seems 

illogical to have such a large amount of space being unused for most of the day, when other areas of hourly 

use (eg. Playground ) are crammed into similarly sized spaces elsewhere. Would it be possible to move this 

garbage bay element of the plan to another location, or in a different alignment such as parallel to King 

Georges Rd? This may free up some of the space on the park, by allowing other facilities to be moved in a 

south-eastern direction , to allow more space for the children's playground at the other end of Penshurst 

Park. 

 

 

SOME COMMENDABLE FEATURES TO BE RETAINED OR FURTHER IMPROVED 

 

The only features of this DA2017/0354 that improve the park by being of greater benefit to the local 

community, and thus are accepted and commended, are the proposed installation of; 

(i) - an outdoor exercise equipment fitness area (i.e. Note 4 on p2 of “138787 Landscape Plans_Part1” 

(record-2025942),  which will provide a necessary free alternative to the HALC’s paid gym memberships. It 

would be even better if there were a few of sets of upper limb,  lower limb and trunk exercise equipment 

placed at various intervals around the park, in a fashion similar to those on Olds Park. 

 

(ii) - a nature play area (Note 16 of p2 of the same document) - which I’m sure will be warmly welcomed by 

many visiting inquisitive and adventurous children.  There is such a thing as “play deficit disorder”, and 

organisations such as NaturePlay  (h ) have arisen to meet children’s need 

for unstructured outdoor play. The proposed nature play area on Penshurst Park will be a desirable 

addition to the park. 

 

(iii) - bike racks on the King Georges Rd side of the park (Note 6 of p2 of the same document). Bike racks are 

also shown on the Cambridge St side of the park at the northern and southern ends of this edge of the park 

in the map on “138797 DA-003 Site Plan - Proposed” (record-2025952) but are not shown on “138787 

Landscape Plans_Part1” (record-2025942).  Bike racks should be installed at all corners of the park to 

encourage active transport to and from the park, as is often advocated for by the Greater Sydney 

Commission. Provision for bicycle attendance to the park will decrease the need for parking spaces, lessen 

the traffic congestion and pollution generated by the sporting hub, and improve visitors’ fitness in line with 

the purpose of having a “sporting hub”. 

 

(iv) - increased planting of a diverse range of plants and trees, including Australian natives, in some 
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locations around the park, and retention of as many mature trees as possible.  This will be simultaneously 

beautiful, refreshing to human park users, and of benefit to local birds and wildlife, and the environment. 

 

 

CONCLUSION - REJECT DA2017/0354 

 

Despite the small concessions just acknowledged, overall DA2017/0354 is not acceptable. I would like to 

call for the rejection of DA2017/0354 in its current form.  

 

- The construction of built structures over natural grass is not appropriate and should be rejected.   This 

includes the grandstand, club offices, youth centre and increased extension to the Hurstville Aquatic 

Leisure Centre (HALC) buildings, and increased car and bus parking over the pool lawn. These buildings 

should be placed on land that is currently already used for built structures, to minimise the erosion of 

natural grass spaces in our locality. 

 

- The resurfacing of the natural grass field of Penshurst Park with artificial turf is not appropriate and should 

be rejected.  

 

- The removal of the existing children’s playground, picnic area and netball courts, the reduction in the size 

of the replacement children’s playground and picnic area, and the lack of an adequate replacement hard 

surface, is not appropriate and should be rejected. 

 

However if Stage 2 & 3 are unfortunately approved, several conditions are required; 

 

REQUIRED AMENDMENTS TO DA2017/0354 

 

1. That the Masterplan for Penshurst Park should be redefined as a "Green Play and Physical Activity 

Hub" not as a "Sports Hub".  Consequently Penshurst Park's objectives would focus on promoting 

daily general physical activity for local residents, and it would retain its natural ground cover and 

vegetation for improved public health.   Penshurst Park's plans would retain or even increase the 

size of the large children's playground, picnic /BBQ area and hard surface area for creative 

movement activities.  There would be rise and fall in some parts of the terrain, and possibly 

climbing and stair structures.  There would be flower and vegetable gardens, and multicultural 

gardens.  The current canteen/toilet block would be retained, and could become more useful with 

a shadecloth-covered cafe-style seating area. A running track around the park could be introduced, 

as well as outdoor exercise equipment stations at various locations around the park, a basketball 

hoop, and tennis wall. Bike parking (and even bike-bus parking )could be added to the park, and 

possibly bike hire facilities could be introduced.  

 

2. That the field of Penshurst Park not be covered wholly by artificial turf, but rather that it be wholly 

covered with well-maintained natural grass.  Considering a budget allocated to this project of $17 

million, then redirection of these funds towards adequate maintenance of a natural grass field 

should be achievable, as it is in other locations in Sydney, nationally and internationally.  

 

3. That other parks in the Georges River Council area carry some share of the responsibility for the 

need for upgraded sporting facilities in the area (see p.11).  Another park could be chosen as the 

location for the urgently needed artificial turf oval for soccer in the area, such as Olds Park.  The 

clubhouse and youth centre could also be relocated to other parks.  Other parks include Gannons 

Park, Olds Park, Peakhurst Park, Renown Reserve, Beverly Hills, Carss, Riverwood, HV Evatt and 

Poulton Parks. Meanwhile Penshurst Park could remain a natural grass field for use by more smaller 

and younger teams, alongside the already approved cricket centre.  The HALC extension could go 

ahead on Penshurst Park within the boundaries of its current land footprint (see point 8 below).   

 

4. If the council wants to proceed with artificial turf on Penshurst Park, then this stage of the 

Masterplan should be granted its own DA as there are too many considerations that have not been 
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addressed and need to be explained before an informed decision can be made on this pivotal 

element of the Masterplan.  I call on the council to provide detailed information as outlined in 

"Reason 1" above.  

 

5. If the plan for artificial turf on the main field is unfortunately approved, then it is required that the 

non-playing surfaces at the four corners of the field are laid with natural grass to maximise 

opportunities for access to natural grass by the local community. 

 

6. That the car and bus parking that is proposed to be placed over existing grass at the south-eastern 

end of Penshurst Park, and the lawn of the Hurstville Aquatic Leisure Centre, is instead placed 

underground. Since significant cabling and drainage exists under much of the HALC / Penshurst 

Park site, it is suggested that this subterranean parking be placed in a south-eastern direction 

towards Forest Rd.  Tunnels are possible to make this a practical reality, and although this may be 

an expensive solution, financial restrictions do not appear to have slowed the steady gigantic 

growth of this whole project so far. The benefits for the currently disenfranchised local community 

of retaining as much natural space as possible would be enormous and long-lasting, especially in 

terms of well-being and trust of local governance.   

 

7. Alternatively (or in addition), the ground level parking that exists in the south-eastern corner of the 

HALC complex, near the main entrance to the HALC and child care centre,  should be built up into a 

multilevel carpark to minimise the extension of the car park footprint onto natural grass land.  

Since the Blackshaw Pavilion was (heartlessly) demolished in 2015, there is now unused land in that 

location that is not currently employed for play, sport or any community purpose, which could 

easily be deployed for extension of high rise parking in that location. The pavilion was more 

picturesque and historically interesting than the forlorn woodchip-covered area that remains there 

now. If a girdle of mature trees was retained there at the edges of Forest Road and King Georges 

Rd, around the new high rise car park on that corner, it would be less of an eyesore than the 

Gateway units on the diagonally opposite corner of that intersection. Even an automatic stacking 

system of car parking could be used, similar to those starting to be used in commercial parts of 

Georges River Council area.  This could also be funded and generate revenue by small parking fees. 

 

8. A further solution would be to restructure the plans for the extension to the Hurstville Aquatic 

Centre by building vertically on top of the existing building, or at least within the bounds of its 

current car park, rather than a long way horizontally away from it.  This would ensure that the HALC 

remains within its current footprint without encroaching on valuable natural grass. (Cheekily, not 

only that, but it could provide marvellous opportunities to visiting sportspeople to accrue incidental 

physical activity in the form of stair climbing to their high rise stadium destination! If developers’ 

S94 contributions are to contribute to sport, this form of high rise building would not be foreign to 

their usual agenda or advisory capabilities!) But seriously, the concept of high-density high-rise 

accommodation is being rolled out across Sydney to accommodate the increased need for housing 

and parking.  There is no reason why this concept cannot be applied to sporting facilities too.  I 

have seen athletics tracks on the top of skyscrapers in China being raised up as commendable 

examples of efficient use of limited space by the Greater Sydney Commission.  

http://au.phaidon.com/agenda/architecture/articles/2013/march/25/rooftop-running-track-for-

chinese-primary-school/  Georges River Council could forge ahead with similar innovations that 

could carry us strongly as leaders into the future.  

 

9. If ground level parking is minimised by remaining within the borders of the existing car park and 

not encroaching on the present existing natural grass in any way, then the field surface and built 

structures such at the tiered seating at the south-eastern end of the park could all be able to be, 

and should be, moved down in a more south-eastern direction.  This would then make more space 

available for open free community use at the north-western corner of the park in the form of the 

children’s playground, picnic area and lawn.  There would be more open flat space available for 

children to ride bikes and scooters, and engage in other creative activities play activities.  There 

may be even be space for other free community activity items, such as basketball hoops and tennis 
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walls, as have been requested by some residents.  

 

10. The problems of buses and cars being parked over pool lawn, as noted in 5d above, should be 

solved by applying the alternative drop-off and parking solutions recommended in that section; 

including a further recessed and differently located public bus stop (further north on Cambridge St), 

24 hour 40km/hr zone, speed humps and alternative bus parking locations in wider Penshurst. 

 

11. The other concerns, under the title 5. OTHER CONCERNS should also be addressed as 

recommended there.  

 

12. The four commendable features noted under the heading above - “SOME COMMENDABLE 

FEATURES TO BE RETAINED OR FURTHER IMPROVED” - should be retained and, if possible, 

enhanced, no matter what the outcomes are for the other elements of DA2017/0354 Stages 2&3 of 

Penshurst Park’s Masterplan.  

 

13. If the most unsatisfactory outcome occurs where Penshurst Park loses virtually all of its green 

space, then this should be offset by the GRC acquiring equivalently-sized or even more available 

land, in particular near high-density dwelling, for rehabilitation into green community spaces.  Since 

the Hurstville area is becoming the most highly densely populated in the GRC area, and there are 

few sizable green spaces north-west of Penshurst Park, this initiative should be first rolled out in 

these areas.  

 

14. Georges River Council should develop a comprehensive green space plan, covering both objectives 

and strategies, that enables an increase in the size, quality and distribution of natural green space 

across the area governed by Georges River Council. 

 

Please reject or amend DA2017/0354 to ensure that Penshurst Park is able to continue to serve the local 

community optimally both now and into the future.  

 

Thank you for your consideration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Residential Address:  Penshurst NSW 2222 

Mailing Address:  Allawah NSW 2218 

Mobile:  
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